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Foreword 

Despite the progress made in building automation, the practical use of BA systems must be 

further improved (see [Waide: Energy CO2 saving through building automation], [Fütterer, 

Schild, Müller: BA in der Praxis]). The German [Building Energy Act] 2024 makes building 

automation mandatory for many non-residential buildings and places specific requirements 

on energy efficiency, company and manufacturer neutrality. BA systems must be adapted to 

climate change, but also to the increasing shortage of skilled personnel.  

The necessary improvements can be realized more easily with IT-based BA concepts. With 

an approx. 1 - 2% share of construction costs, BA has an influence on at least 50% of energy 

consumption during operation. As people are unable to master the complex BA mass data 

manually, the greatest possible standardization of BA processes is expedient.  

The BACtwin concept consistently implements these objectives. The abbreviation BACtwin 

stands for "Digital Twin in Building Automation with BACnet" and is based on the Digital Twin 

in the context of Industry 4.0 and BIM in the construction industry. The central BACtwin ob-

jectives are IT-supported standardization, digitalization and automation of BACnet projects. 

The AMEV BACtwin 2024 recommendation is based on [AMEV BACnet 2017] and new con-

cepts and experiences in the D-A-CH area (e.g. Austrian Armed Forces, University of Basel, 

Deutsche Bahn). The AMEV AK BACtwin has combined these impulses into a comprehen-

sive, coherent data management system. 

The BACtwin data model is designed as a modular system, which is based on a machine-

interpretable UAK (user addressing key analogous to [VDI 3814 Sheet 4.1]. Predefined ob-

ject and aggregate templates (templates) simplify the BACnet application for standard func-

tions, but also facilitate complex BACnet applications. The data model supports data ex-

change without media discontinuity and enables automated 1:1 checks.  

The data model significantly increases the performance of planning, engineering and testing 

tools. BACtwin users can configure common standard aggregates easily and quickly. Thanks 

to the standardizations, sustainable, economical building operation can be largely automated 

and, with the help of technical monitoring (TMon), optimized in a more targeted manner and 

continuously maintained.  

The BACtwin data model creates the basis for neutral and sustainable use of the BACnet 

protocol, for the implementation of the requirements in the German [Building Energy Act] 

(see §71a Building Automation) and for the integration of building automation in BIM projects. 

At the heart of the BACtwin recommendation is the BACtwin library, whose templates and ta-

bles define the BACtwin data model (XLSX). This BACtwin description (PDF) contains addi-

tional explanations. The AMEV makes the library and description available for download free 

of charge on its homepage (Open Source approach). 

The recommendation was the result of cooperation between experienced BACnet, BA and IT 

experts in the D-A-CH region, especially BA planners and BA operators, BACnet and BA 

manufacturers as well as software and tool manufacturers. We would like to thank all those 

who have supported the BACtwin concept through their cooperation or contributions.  

The AMEV recommendation BACtwin 2024 will be coordinated with the BACnet Interest 
Group Europe (BIG-EU) before publication.  

The BACnet Interest Group Europe (BIG-EU) was informed about the AMEV recommenda-

tion BACtwin 2024 prior to publication. 

 

Peggy Grosse     Jürgen Hardkop 

AMEV chair     Chair of the AMEV BACtwin 2024 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 BACnet applications without BACtwin concept 

The BACnet protocol for BA is standardized as [DIN EN ISO 16484-5] and recognized world-

wide. BACnet offers an unparalleled scope of information and can be used universally for BA 

projects and almost all trades. The wealth of information on offer often poses problems for 

builders and planners. Despite intensified further training, BACnet specialists are still a small 

minority. Despite this, BACnet occupies a leading position in building automation and is the 

norm in public buildings. Different methods of using BACnet have developed. 

The advantages of manufacturer-specific BACnet applications were initially used by many 

builders. In the initial phase, this was an understandable strategy for dealing with the new 

communication protocol. However, BACnet operators have to accept extensive dependence 

on the respective BACnet company, e.g. unexpected changes to products or company strat-

egies. This constellation is also problematic in terms of public procurement law and is not a 

permanent solution. 

The first recommendation for manufacturer-neutral BACnet applications in public buildings 

was published in "AMEV BACnet 2007". The central element was the specification of AMEV 

profiles for AS (Automation station) and MOU (Management and operating unit). The AMEV 

profile (e.g. AS-B) have proven themselves and are recognized in the D-A-CH area. From 

2011, the AMEV simplified the testing procedure and issued AMEV test certificates for the 

AMEV profiles AS-A and AS-B together with WSPCert.  

Incomplete usage specifications continue to cause problems. The central obstacle is the 

complexity caused by countless BACnet properties, the relevance of which is not always 

transparent for builders, planning and operation. The BACnet standard does not contain any 

rules for the implementation of specific tasks (e.g. in control systems or regulations) in ob-

jects. As there is no standardized data structure for project data, data exchange without me-

dia disruptions is not possible. Acceptance tests are only carried out manually and on a ran-

dom basis. The groundbreaking inventory of the ÖBH [Kranz, Fritzenwallner: Digitaler Zwill-

ing] also shows that the interpretations of the standard by the BA manufacturers differ signifi-

cantly.  

In vendor-neutral BACnet projects with several BA companies (multi-vendor projects), a pro-

file-based BACnet concept alone is not sufficient to ensure the desired user-oriented and op-

timized operation. 

 

1.2 Introduction to the BACtwin Concept 

The problems described above usually occur when IT-supported processes and applications 

have grown historically. Typical consequences of such developments include data islands, 

interface problems, media disruptions and inconsistent data usage. 

The core problem is the lack of an overall digital concept, which can be solved by the digital 

twin. The digital twin is a comprehensive data model that represents real processes (e.g. BA 

systems) or objects and consists of models and data of the processes or objects.  

Thanks to the standardization of the BACnet protocol, the advantages of the digital twin can 

also be used for BACnet-based BA systems. The digital data model for BACnet-based BA 

systems is referred to as BACtwin (short for: digital twin in building automation with BACnet). 

This abbreviation is intended to avoid confusion with other digital twins (e.g. Industry 4.0) and 

with conventional BACnet systems (without a digital twin). 

The BACtwin concept consists of the BACtwin library, which defines the digital data model 

(see Figure 1, yellow, orange) and the BACtwin specification, which explains the BACtwin li-

brary and provides instructions for BACtwin implementations. 
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Figure 1 BACtwin library (yellow, orange) und BACtwin-capable SW tools (blue, green) 

The BACtwin data model is designed to be machine-interpretable, user-friendly and future-

proof. It captures all project data relevant for planning, engineering and operation, but avoids 

redundancies. Relevant objects and processes are mapped consistently over the entire life 

cycle, i.e. starting with planning, during construction and operation through to recycling or 

disposal.  

The machine-readable and interpretable user address key (UAK) plays a key role in the data 

model. The BACtwin UAK offers logical structures, practice-oriented, accurate terms and a 

comprehensive, cross-trade data scope. 

The worksheets of the BACtwin library are called templates (e.g. object templates) or tables. 

Important tables (i.e. with inheritance of IT properties) are referred to as templates.  

More than 300 object templates have been standardized on the basis of the BACtwin UAK 

and the updated AMEV profiles. These object templates are used to configure more than 100 

aggregate templates for standard aggregates (e.g. single-stage pump) according to the mod-

ular principle. Approximately 50 templates for standard assemblies are defined on the basis 

of the aggregate templates (e.g. reheater). The plant templates are created as examples for 

several standard plants (e.g. weather station).  

In addition, check tables display selected data content in a direct context so that users can 

more easily overview and check the data consistency in this context (e.g. all UAK abbrevia-

tions sorted alphabetically, overview of the Priority_Array).  

To ensure that the BACnet terms are unambiguous, the standard terms are used in tables 

and templates. Due to machine interpretability, the standard terms must not be changed (e.g. 

abbreviated). In the BACtwin description, special standard terms are supplemented by Ger-

man terms (in brackets) to make them easier to understand.   

BACtwin-capable software tools (SW tools) are required for project management, which sup-

port IT-supported, consistent processing of BACnet project data and simplify the planning 

and construction of efficient BA systems. To this end, software and BACnet manufacturers 

integrate the BACtwin library as a reference model for BACtwin implementation in their plan-

ning, engineering and testing tools.  
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Users do not fill out the XLSX tables, but use BACtwin-capable SW tools. The planning tools 

and engineering tools (shown in blue in Figure 1) are used to configure the project-specific 

aggregates, assemblies and plants required. If required, the predefined standard aggregates 

can be modified for specific projects as so-called project aggregates.  

The developed BA project data is bundled in the project library. The structures and designa-

tions of the project data are based on the structures and terms of the BACtwin library. Due to 

the different contents, the lists of project data (= IT-supported work results) are referred to as 

lists (e.g. aggregate lists).  

Table 1 compares the names of the templates/tables of the BACtwin library with the names 

of the lists of BACtwin project data. 

 

BACtwin library (templates, tables) BACtwin project data (lists) 

Object templates Object lists 

Aggregate templates Aggregate lists 

Assembly templates Assembly lists 

Plant templates Plant lists 

BACS function table BACS function lists 

BACtwin table BACtwin lists 

BACtwin library Project library 

Table 1 Synopsis BACtwin library – BACtwin project data 

In the BACtwin data model, the responsibilities for the project data are clearly defined. The 

client or operation, BA planning and BA execution have different tasks to fulfill. Depending on 

the project phase and responsibility, the project library is filled with the required entries.  

BACtwin-capable checking tools (shown in green in Figure 1) are used for automated check-

ing of the extensive data in a project library. The checking tools enable 1:1 checks of the rel-

evant BA project data, detect deviations, gaps etc. and document necessary corrections. To 

do this, they compare the BA planning with the operator requirement (orange in Figure 1) 

and the execution with the planning. 

In the operator requirement (see table 28), the client/operator specifies the application of the 

BACtwin concept in his organizational area (e.g. the location-specific addressing and his 

user-specific selection of the available BACtwin variants).  

Standardized data formats and interfaces are used in all project phases to ensure IT-sup-

ported data exchange without media disruptions and loss of information.  

The BACtwin library comprises three parts (XLSX files): 

• Library 1:  BACtwin UAK 

• Library 2:  AMEV profiles, object templates 

• Library 3:  Aggregate templates 

The libraries are interlinked (see figure 1) and together form the data model of the BACtwin 

concept. 

Each library represents the associated tables on the first worksheet "Directory".  

 

Note: The English translations of texts, templates and tables are limited to raw translations of 

the plain texts. Suggestions for translating the BACtwin abbreviations and terms are listed in 

Library 1 in Worksheet 4.2 BAS de-en. Complete English translations are only useful once 

the suggested translations e.g. of abbreviations have been revised and accepted by native 

English speakers (suggestions are welcome). 
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The following principles were taken into account when defining the BACtwin data model: 

Goal 1 Standardization as far as possible 

Public buildings often have several thousand BA data points and an even higher number of 

properties and parameters (BACtwin: at least 20 parameters/object). The verifiability and 

manageability of this mass BA data is of central importance in BA projects and system oper-

ation.  

The data model is not aimed at the largest possible number of implemented BA functions, 

but at the sensible selection and uniform specification of the basic BA functions. The focus 

on essentials has proven itself in the AMEV profiles and should also be taken into account 

when using the data model in BACtwin projects.  

Clients and operators should only allow individual changes to the standard templates or re-

ductions in the standard functions in justified special cases. The advantages of changes 

must clearly outweigh the disadvantages - even in the long term. 

Rarely used or "exotic" aggregates that have to be checked manually should be avoided. The 

omission of standard functions, e.g. to reduce investment costs, is also critical. BA mass data 

should not be planner- or manufacturer-specific, but should be neutrally standardized and 

automatically testable. 

 

Goal 2 End-to-end digitalization 

The BACtwin data model is universally applicable for the BA systems of municipalities, fed-

eral states, the federal government, universities, hospitals and other builders and operators. 

The data model is standardized in a manufacturer-neutral way. 

The BACtwin data model is based on the state of the art. A BACnet-based, machine-inter-

pretable standard is defined for each common BA function. This is the minimum requirement, 

but can be used differently in justified exceptional cases. It can be extended for innovative 

solutions.  

In BACnet systems, the object information (properties) is implemented in the automation sta-

tion. 

The data model contains all input/output functions that are necessary for efficient operation. 

The data model contains all messages required for operational monitoring. It also includes 

messages that lead to uncontrolled energy consumption in the event of malfunctions or incor-

rect operation (e.g. manual positions) 

The data model contains all data recordings with which energy malfunctions can be subse-

quently determined and evaluated. The data series can be historized in a database and 

serve as a basis for technical monitoring during commissioning and operation.  

The standard-compliant BA project data can be checked automatically using test tools. The 

greatest possible standardization, digitalization and automation significantly improves the ef-

ficiency of BA projects, BA operations and the FM processes based on them. 

 

Goal 3 Future-proofing 

The data model is designed as an expandable modular system. It is adapted to further devel-

opments in technology (e.g. BACnet revisions, new technologies, TMon experiences, BIM 

projects, sustainability reports). The data model is kept permanently consistent through ver-

sioning. Future extensions can be planned and built using the latest version of the BACtwin 

model. 

 

The data model is described in the following chapter. For a better understanding, the tem-

plates and tables explained are shown, but only as excerpts. The BACtwin libraries contain 

all templates and tables with all the details. 
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2 The BACtwin data model 

2.1 BACtwin UAK 

The complex mass data in BA systems can only be managed efficiently with the help of pow-

erful IT tools. However, the basic prerequisite for the use of IT tools is that machine-interpret-

able addressing, designations, abbreviations and data content are used in the BA systems in 

accordance with standardized specifications of the builders or operators. 

The key element of the BACtwin concept is a machine-readable and interpretable user ad-

dressing key. Thanks to the BACtwin UAK, BACtwin-capable IT tools can clearly identify the 

addressed elements (e.g. aggregates, functions) and interpret, for example, their arrange-

ment and function in the overall system. 

In BACtwin systems, the user addresses are defined in the Object_Name property of the 

BACnet objects as a unique ID using abbreviations. The user address is based on a UAK, 

which is made up of the location UAK with location-related UAK blocks and the BACtwin 

UAK with function-related UAK blocks (= function UAK).  

In existing buildings and systems, UAK are used according to the individual specifications of 

the builders or operators. They can continue to be used in existing buildings, but are gener-

ally not suitable for low-effort 1:1 evaluations with testing tools such as TMon software. 

In order to utilize the advantages of the BACtwin concept, BA systems must have a machine-

interpretable UAK that supports automated evaluations in combination with other IT systems 

(TMon, BIM, CAFM, etc.). 

For this purpose, the AMEV working group BACtwin has developed the machine-interpreta-

ble BACtwin UAK on the basis of [VDI 3814 Sheet 4.1]. The BACtwin UAK should be inte-

grated into the new construction, renovation or expansion of BA systems - if necessary in ad-

dition to an existing UAK concept. The BACtwin UAK supports automated evaluations even 

in very complex BA systems. In contrast to older existing UAKs, it also addresses the BAC-

net object types of the AMEV profiles. 

Table 2 contains an exemplary structure of the BACtwin UAK with the function-related BAC-

twin UAK blocks. 

 

UAK 
block 

Designation Explanation Character Example 

1. Trade Cost group (DIN 276-1) 1-3 420 

2. Plant Abbreviation with number 5-9 CON01 

3. Assembly Abbreviation with number 11-15 SHS01 

4. Medium, Position Abbreviation 17-19 HTF 

5. Aggregate Abbreviation with number 21-25 ##### 

6. Operating Equipment 
(OE) 

Abbreviation with number 27-31 T~~01 

7 OE Function Abbreviation with number  
(without extension) 

33-37 MS~01 

8. 
(opt.) 

OE Function  
Extension 

Abbreviation for extension  
(e.g. TL, EE), otherwise free 

38-40 _TL 

Table 2 Structure of BACtwin UAK (example) 

For the BACtwin UAK in Table 2 (420_CON01_SHS01_HTF_#####_T~~01_MS~TL01), 40 

characters are required (with separator).  

BACnet-capable products must support at least 64 characters for the "Object_Name" prop-

erty in accordance with ([DIN EN ISO 16484-5] Tab. K4). This means that up to 23 charac-

ters are available for the location UAK.  
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User-specific adjustments (see 4.11) can change the number of characters in the BACtwin 

UAK and in the location UAK. 

The BACtwin UAK has a machine-interpretable structure with uniform UAK lengths. 

The UAK blocks are separated by an underscore "_". A degree sign "°" is used as a separa-

tor within a UAK block. Partial plants can be inserted in the UAK block Plant using degree 

characters or the floor number can be separated from the room number when addressing 

room automation. 

Abbreviations have three digits. A missing letter is filled in with a tilde "~" (e.g. MS~01). A 

missing UAK block (e.g. assembly group in sanitary facilities) is filled in with hash marks 

"#####". The underscore, tilde and hash characters belong to the UTF-8 character set.  

A non-proportional font with the same letter widths is recommended for tables; see the fol-

lowing example of the Consolas font for tables. 

Example of Consolas font:  420_VBA01_STH01_HZV_#####_T~~01_MS~TL01 

In UAK, an abbreviation and the corresponding designation each form a unique character.  

The UAK blocks are divided horizontally according to trades. Each UAK block contains a se-

lection of common elements for each trade. In the case of frequently used elements, there 

may be multiple mentions across trades (e.g. VLV = valve, PMP = pump). If terms and ab-

breviations required in a trade are missing, the appropriate terms and abbreviations can be 

taken from other trades.  

As room automation (originally VDI 3813) will in future be described together with system au-

tomation in VDI 3814, the elements of room automation have been classified in trade 480. 

This amalgamation is also reflected in DIN 276. 

The UAK blocks and other aspects of BACtwin UAK are explained below. 

 

2.1.1 Trade 

A trade comprises construction services that are provided and maintained by specialized ex-

perts. The structures of the trades are based on the cost groups according to DIN 276-1 and 

the abbreviations and designations according to VDI 3814 Sheet 4.1 (see Table 3). 

 

No. Cost group 
(DIN 276-1) 

Abbreviation 
(VDI 3814 4.1) 

Designation 
(VDI 3814 Blatt 4.1) 

1. 330 GWS Gates, doors, windows, sunshades 

2. 400 TBS Technical building services (general) 

3. 410 SAN Sanitary (sewage, water, gas) 

4. 420 HTG Heating 

5. 430 VEN Ventilation 

6. 434 REF Refrigeration 

7. 440 ELT Electric power 

8. 450 CIT Communication and IT 

9. 460 CVR Conveyor 

10. 470 USS Usage specific services 

11. 480 BAC Building automation and control 

12. 550 TSO Technical services in outdoor facilities 

Table 3 Trade 

Numerical cost groups in accordance with DIN 276-1 (e.g. 420) are recommended, as they 

create a link to higher-level approaches (e.g. BIM, FM).  
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Alternatively, alphabetical abbreviations according to VDI 3814 Sheet 4.1 and BACtwin UAK 

(e.g. HZG) can be selected (operator requirement in Section 4.11). 

In the event of overlaps, the main aggregate is used (e.g. CHP heat-led = KG 420, CHP elec-

tricity-led = KG 440).  

 

2.1.2 Plant, Partial plant 

A plant forms a functional unit that belongs together in the trade, which can, for example, 

consist of assemblies, aggregates and equipment and can perform certain functions.  

Note: The UAK must not be confused with the plant identification system (PIS) in accord-

ance with [VDI 3814 Sheet 4.1]. The PIS does not address individual BA functions, but is lim-

ited to the higher level of the systems. The UAK addresses specific BA functions by means 

of user addresses. The UAK contains the PIS and the equipment.  

If, in special cases, partial plants are also to be addressed, the plant block can be extended. 

Two additional digits identify the complete plant (00) and the partial plants (01-99). A degree 

sign "°" separates the additional digits from the overall installation.  

Example of partial plants 

430_VTP01°00_FAS02_SA~_#####_#####_CS~01  Complete Plant 

430_VTP01°01_FAS02_SA~_#####_#####_CS~01  Partial plant 01 

430_VTP01°02_FAS02_SA~_#####_#####_CS~01  Partial plant 02 

The BACtwin UAK requires a larger number of characters when addressing partial plants. 

This must be taken into account in the operator requirement for the local UAK. 

Rooms are also addressed in the UAK block Plant (see section 2.1.12 Room automation). 

 

2.1.3 Assembly 

An assembly forms a functional unit in a plant that can consist of several aggregates and op-

erating equipment, e.g. a heater assembly in ventilation technology or a low-voltage main 

distribution board in an electrical distribution system. If there is no assembly group (e.g. in 

sanitary systems), the empty space in the UAK block is filled with "#####". 

 

2.1.4 Medium, Position 

Aggregates and operating equipment must be addressed within plant and assemblies. Each 

aggregate and operating equipment is usually assigned to a medium, e.g. a physical carrier 

(liquid, gas, etc.) such as heating water, supply air, oxygen. In addition, an aggregate and 

equipment can be used at a specific position of the medium (e.g. forward (flow), return, inlet, 

outlet).  

In the UAK block Medium, Position, a three-character abbreviation usually identifies the me-

dium with two characters (e.g. heating water = HT) and the position with the third character 

(e.g. F = Forward (flow) or R = return). Examples for heaters are heating water forward (flow) 

(HTF) and heating water return (HTR). If the position is not required, the third position is a 

tilde, e.g. supply air (SA~).  

The arrangement of the UAK block Medium, Position before the UAK block Aggregate en-

sures that the numbering always starts at 1 for the same aggregates in different media or po-

sitions. 
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2.1.5 Aggregate 

An aggregate is a component that consists of one or more items of equipment, e.g. a fan with 

motor, frequency converter, repair switch and LO/ID, an individual sensor or combined sen-

sor or a room operating unit with several operating elements and sensors.  

The operating equipment associated with the aggregate is listed in the following UAK block 

Operating equipment (e.g. motor, FI, repair switch and LO/ID). The functions of the individual 

operating equipment (e.g. switching command, operating message, fault message) are spec-

ified in the following UAK block BM function.  

In this BACtwin UAK, only physical aggregates (hardware) are taken into account. There are 

also virtual aggregates, e.g. application functions or macros in accordance with VDI 3814 

Sheet 3.1ff with the associated objects. Virtual aggregates are considered at a later point in 

time. 

If no aggregate exists, the UAK block Aggregate is filled with "#####". 

 

2.1.6 Operating equipment (OE) 

An operating equipment is a component that fulfills one task. It can consist of hardware (tan-

gible, e.g. motor, sensor) or virtual information (e.g. efficiency).  

A component with several properties (e.g. a combined sensor) is not classified as a piece of 

equipment, but rather as an aggregate with several pieces of equipment.  

 

2.1.7 OE function  

The OE function specifies a signal of the operating equipment. This can be e.g. the meas-

ured value of the room temperature, for which there can also be a setpoint. With a flap there 

are e.g. the functions switching command, feedback OPEN and feedback CLOSED.  

 

2.1.8 OE function extension  

If an object of the type Trend Log (TL) or Event Enrollment (EE) references another data 

point (e.g. data recording, alarm), the referencing object receives a three-digit extension _TL 

or _EE, which is added after the function identifier and numbering (e.g. MS~01_TL).  

References an object of type Schedule (SCH), e.g. B. a value object (AV, BV, MV), the refer-

encing object receives the extension _SH (schedule).  

Alternatively, the extension TL, EE or SH (without underscore) can be inserted between the 

function identifier and the numbering (e.g. MS~TL01).  

The resulting difference in length is obvious and intentional. Alternatively, the original data 

point can be filled with “~~” if the length difference is not desired.  

 

2.1.9 Numbering  

There is no numbering for the UAK blocks Trade and Medium, Position.  

Identical plants, assemblies, aggregates, Operating equipment and functions that are used in 

parallel are distinguished by numbering (e.g. fans 01 - n in a fan wall). The number is only 

increased if, in addition to the current UAK block, all preceding UAK blocks are identical.  

Example numbering  

430_VTP01_ERH01_SA~_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  

430_VTP01_ERH01_HTF_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  

430_VTP01_ERH01_HTR_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  
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430_VTP02_ERH01_SA~_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  

430_VTP02_ERH01_HZV_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  

430_VTP02_ERH01_HTF_SSR01_T~~01_MS~01  

For an assembly, the distinction should be made in the UAK block Medium, Position, for ex-

ample:  

HTA01_HTF_VLV01_#####_SP01 and  

HTA01_HTR_VLV01_#####_SP01.  

As a rule, two-digit numbers are provided. Users can set single-digit numbers for selected 

UAK blocks system-wide.  

Three-digit numbers are possible but should be avoided due to the limited UAK length. If 

necessary, division into effective areas is recommended (e.g. fire dampers are separated by 

the medium in front of the UAK into exhaust, recirculation and supply air, each < 99). 

 

2.1.10 User-specific Location UAK  

The location-related part of the UAK depends on the conditions of the properties, buildings, 

components and rooms. AMEV specifications for standardized Location UAK do not make 

sense. It is the task of the organization (e.g. municipality, university, state administration, fed-

eral administration) to define the Location UAK across the organization clearly, uniformly and 

in a future-proof manner (if necessary using CAFM, digital spatial register, BIM) and to spec-

ify it in a binding manner.  

 

2.1.11 User-specific Description  

The property description contains plain text according to the specifications of the BACtwin 

libraries, specified by the client or operator.  

The following Example Description is recommended as content. An Alternative Description is 

shown below, which begins with the signal information instead of the location information. 

The alternative description can be selected (section 4.11).  

Example Description:  

House 1 Room 5.20 (warehouse) Heater heating water flow temperature reading  

Alternate Description:  

Reading temperature heating water flow heater room 5.20 (warehouse) house 1 

 

2.1.12 Room automation 

In a room automation system, the aggregates from different trades in the respective room 

work together in an interdisciplinary manner like a plant.  

The effective location of the room automation (RA) is addressed in a position-oriented man-

ner in the UAK block system (e.g. as “plant” RAR).  

The addressing of the room automation is based on the shell model (see VDI 3813 Sheet 1). 

The spatial structure is mapped depending on the Building, Area, Room or Segment (e.g. 

with RAB, RAA, RAR, RAS).  

Since room numbers can change during operation and only the description can be changed 

by the BA operator, room numbers should preferably be integrated into the description. Addi-

tional information for BACtwin-capable room automation can be found in Section 4.10.  
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2.1.13 Presentation of the BACtwin UAK 

Table 4 BACtwin UAK (excerpt) below, contains an overview of the UAK blocks as an ex-

cerpt; the associated abbreviations and designations are sorted by trade.  

Italic text explains the respective designation. 

Example: WAZ, water meter (main meter).  

Grayed out abbreviations are not recommended (e.g. blurred, obsolete); the abbreviations 

recommended as replacements are listed in brackets.  

Example: FLH, surface heating (recommended: FBH, WDH, DKH).  

In Table 4 the Content Description columns are hidden for better clarity.  

 

Library 1 contains the complete BACtwin UAK. In addition to the UAK blocks, abbreviations 

and names, there are also the Content Description columns.  

With the help of the Content Description column, the description in the aggregate templates 

can be created automatically by means of concatenation. On this basis, user-specific adapta-

tion of the plain texts can be carried out efficiently. 

In addition, the library 1 contains more worksheets that have been set up for the practical ap-

plication of the BACtwin-BAS. 

Worksheet 4.1 UAK Example presents a UAK example in tabular form (explanations follow in 

section 2.1.16).  

Worksheet 4.2 UAK de-en lists all abbreviations and designations in alphabetical order in 

one column each (across UAK blocks, without multiple answers). At the same time, English 

translations are proposed for the abbreviations and names.  

In addition, each UAK abbreviation has, among other things, a UUID (Universally Unique 

Identifier) that supports the import and use of the UAK abbreviation and the associated 

names in databases without naming conflicts. 

 

Additional required abbreviations, names and translations can be communicated to the 

AMEV (see 4.11). 
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Table 4 BACtwin UAK (excerpt) 
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2.1.14 Existing Plant 

As soon as automation technology is renovated with new automation devices, the BACtwin 

concept must be implemented. This is done in the knowledge that different BA concepts and 

philosophies can be in operation in parallel until the BACtwin concept is implemented 

throughout the entire property.  

In the transition phase, it may be advantageous for the operator in individual cases to mi-

grate the inventory, at least in basic terms, to the BACtwin concept within the scope of tech-

nical and economic possibilities.  

A translation according to 2.1.15 can potentially transform an existing UAK into a machine-

interpretable BACtwin UAK that has the advantages of automatable check routines.  

 

2.1.15 Translation of existing UAK 

By translating existing UAK, old BA systems can be adapted to a consistent operator concept 

(e.g. alarm management using Notification Class according to the BACtwin concept) or old 

systems can be integrated into a BACtwin based TMon monitoring.  

Translations can also be advantageous when renovating or migrating automation devices 

and when automatically creating MOU system images.  

To test the feasibility, an operator has developed an EXCEL-based tool that enables auto-

mated translation of large parts of their own existing UAK into the BACtwin UAK. The practi-

cal test using the example of a high-tech building with around 4,000 data points and a well-

structured existing UAK showed that a large proportion of the data points could be translated 

automatically. The other data points had to be clarified manually using diagrams and descrip-

tions.  

The UAK translation worksheet (table 5) presents the inventory data and the automatically 

translated BACtwin UAK as an example. The special cases that need to be clarified are 

marked in color. 
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Table 5 UAK translation  
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2.1.16 Customize BACtwin UAK (with example) 

The logical structure and data volume of the BACtwin UAK must be used in such a way that 

the BACtwin systems can be addressed and monitored in a machine-interpretable form.  

Even smaller buildings are increasingly being equipped with complex technology (e.g. photo-

voltaics, heat pumps). As complexity increases, the need for differentiated monitoring contin-

ues to increase.  

A reduction of the BACtwin UAK e.g. B. in a smaller BA project with BA standalone operation 

would affect the automated test routines. In a networked BA system, a reduced UAK would 

cause a system break and make automated system-wide BAC evaluations impossible. The 

advantages of easy auditability in the sense of the German [Gebäudeenergiegesetz] would 

be lost without bringing about adequate other advantages.  

Builders/operators are recommended to select the options available in the data model for 

adapting the BACtwin UAK based on their needs (e.g. number of digits for numbering) and to 

specify them system-wide in the operator requirement (see Table 27 Operator requirement). 

Structural changes to the BACtwin UAK are not recommended.  

Due to a lack of personnel, cost pressure, environmental protection, standards, etc., the net-

working of BAC systems across buildings and locations continues to increase.  

A uniform BACtwin UAK is an advantage for an organization-wide networked BA system. 

When introducing the BACtwin UAK structure, it is important to consider the property with the 

most complex UAK requirements. The addressing of room automation and partial plants as 

well as future buildings must be taken into account.  

If room automation or partial plants are to be expected in a property, the corresponding ex-

pansion must be provided in the UAK block system. When addressing BA systems without 

room automation and without Partial plants, the unused positions must be filled with hash 

marks (#).  

 

The following figure shows an example of an organization-wide UAK of a state administration 

(with Location UAK and BACtwin UAK). The UAK example addresses partial plants and uses 

a total of 63 digits. 

In Library 1, the example is available as worksheet 4.1 UAK Example in editable table form. 
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Figure 2 UAK (Example of a state administration) 
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2.2 AMEV profile 

In addition to the standardized UAK, uniform BACnet minimum requirements must be met to 

ensure planning, engineering and operation of the BACnet systems through predefined 

standards. 

The AMEV recommendation [AMEV BACnet 2017] defines the AMEV profiles AS-A and AS-

B for automation stations based on BACnet Revision 12 and describes a procedure for creat-

ing AMEV attestations for these AMEV profiles. BACnet manufacturers have currently had 

AMEV attestations created for around 240 AS models. In the D-A-CH area, the AMEV profile 

AS-B is used as standard.  

In order to be able to implement the BACtwin concept promptly, the AMEV profiles for auto-

mation stations are being further developed in two stages as AMEV profiles AS-C and AS-D.  

Important innovations in the AMEV profile AS-C and AS-D are shown in Figure 3. 

 

AMEV profile Overview of important innovations 

AS-C 

Introduction of additional properties from revisions 14 and 16 

Higher minimum number of characters of properties according to 

Tab. K4 of the BACnet standard 

Introduction of selected Event_Parameter of the object type  

Event_Enrollment 

Requirements for Calendar and Schedule objects slightly modified 

AS-D Introduction of the additional object type Structured_View 

Figure 3 New features in the AMEV profile AS-C and AS-D 

The AMEV profile AS-D includes the AMEV profile AS-C and the Structured View (SV) object 

type. The BACtwin concept uses the SV objects for the modular representation of the system 

structures and the data content of standardized aggregates, assemblies and plants. This en-

ables the automation of time-consuming and error-prone manual processes (e.g. data trans-

fer, documentation, testing).  

The BACtwin library 2 defines in Table 6 the BIBBs, object types, properties, conformance 

codes and other performance features to be supported by the AMEV profile AS-C and AS-D 

in the sense of a minimum requirement as a test table.  

The table below shows an excerpt from the test table for the new AMEV profiles.  

The procedure for creating the AMEV attestations defined in the AMEV recommendation 

[AMEV BACnet 2017] has proven itself and is also used for new automation stations with the 

AMEV profiles AS-C and AS-D.  

The form of AMEV attestation for profile AS-C and AS-D is shown in Appendix 1.  

The integration of the SV objects into new AS with AMEV profile AS-D should be strived for 

as soon as possible. In order to avoid market restrictions for AS with AMEV profile AS-D, the 

SV object is initially only required in planning tools and in the exchange format. The AMEV 

profile AS-D can be required as soon as several AS with an attestation for the AMEV profile 

AS-D are available.  

Proprietary BACnet objects are not allowed for standard BA functions. The replacement of 

standardized BACnet objects, properties and services with manufacturer-specific ones is not 

permitted.  

When engineering the BACnet devices, all BACnet objects and properties used must be cre-

ated visibly so that they can be easily recognized by common BACnet testing tools. 
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Table 6 AMEV profile AS-C and AS-D (check table - excerpt)  
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2.3 Object template 

An object template serves as a building block for defining standard aggregates according to 

the modular principle. An object template defines a standard BA function using a BACnet ob-

ject, the properties of this object and the recommended parameters.  

The object templates are sorted according to object types and compiled into object-specific 

object templates (XLSX worksheets) as follows in the Library 2:  

 

Table 8.1 AI templates Table 8.8 LP templates 

Table 8.2 AO und AV templates Table 8.9 MI templates 

Table 8.3 BI templates Table 8.10 MO und MV templates 

Table 8.4 BO und BV templates Table 8.11 NC templates 

Table 8.5 CAL templates Table 8.12 SCH templates 

Table 8.6 DEV templates Table 8.13 SV templates 

Table 8.7 EE templates Table 8.14 TL templates 

Table 7 Object templates (overview) 

The 14 worksheets define the object templates with the necessary standardized BACnet and 

BA information. The goal is for a BACnet-based standard to be available for every common 

BA function.  

 

Each object template receives a unique identifier, which enables the template properties to 

be passed on to other information carriers, and a name in plain text.  

The object template identifier includes several parts that are formed from abbreviations 

based on the UAK and use underscores as separators: 

 

1. OBJ abbreviation of the object type, three digits  (e.g. AI = analog input) 

2. FCT abbreviation of the OE function, two/three digits (e.g. MS = reading) 

3. Suffix optional, indicates variants, one/multi-part  (e.g. T = temperature) 

4. Version names the source and version of the template  (e.g. AMEV1) 

 

Example Object template   

Hot water temperature reading AI_MS_T_H_WM_AMEV1  

The example names 1. an AI object that 2. records and displays the measured value for 3. 

the hot water temperature and 4. is defined as version AMEV1.  

For complex object types, the OE function (2nd part) in the template identifier is omitted.  

 

The Table 8 AI template en (example) below shows the AI object templates as an example.  

For each AI template, Table 8 names the object template identifier, the plain text name, the 

properties to be parameterized and checked and the recommended parameters (e.g. units of 

measured values and limit values for error messages).  

The recommended default value or value range is defined for each property to be parameter-

ized (shown in orange).  

Parameters in square brackets [ ] are permissible value ranges. These default values must 

be set in the project to values that make sense for the project (e.g. measured pressure value 

in air conditioning plants, parameters for COV_Increment, Low_Limit, High_Limit).  
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If the value of a property is not parameterized but is generated internally within the system 

and requires testing, the recommended testing value is defined (shown in turquoise).  

The implementation of the properties to be parameterized takes place in three steps:  

1. Basic specification   2. Detailed definition   3. Implementation.  

The responsibilities for the three steps are identified by code letters:  

B = builder/operator   P = BA planning   X = executing company.  

Responsibility lies with the executing company for properties that only require inspection.  

The object templates are sorted according to the PropSort column. The structure and use of 

the PropSort identifier are explained in Section 2.7.  

The BACS Function List entries column names necessary entries in the BA function list (with 

area and column as well as number of the respective BA function) according to [VDI 3814 

Blatt 4.3]. The information must be automatically transferred to the project-specific BACS-FL 

list by the BA planning software.  

Each object template has a UUID (Universally Unique Identifier), which supports the import 

and use of templates in databases without naming conflicts (column B).  

 

Library 2 completely represents the standardized object templates in Worksheet 8.1 to 8.14.  

In each table the English-language object templates (outlined in red) are below the German-

language object templates. 

Additional required standardized object templates can be communicated to the AMEV (see 

4.11).  

 

If an additional, non-standard object template is required in a project-specific special case, 

BA planning can generate a special object template in the planning software by modifying a 

standard object template.  

The newly generated special object template must receive a unique special object identifier 

and a plain text name.  

The special object identifier should be based on the identifier of available standard object 

templates and the BACtwin UAK. Due to the project-specific modeling, AMEV1 is omitted as 

a source and version. Instead of AMEV1, a unique designation of the builder's or operator's 

choice must be specified (e.g. name, version).  

Example Special object identifier  

Temperature reading    AI_MS_T_NAME1 

In addition, each special object template must have a UUID that supports the import and use 

of the template in databases without naming conflicts. 
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Table 8 AI template en (example) 
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2.4 Aggregate template 

2.4.1 Standard aggregate 

An aggregate template configures a standard aggregate according to the modular principle 

using predefined object templates. Aggregate templates serve as components for defining 

standard assemblies and standard plants. 

An aggregate template defines a practical standard set of BA functions for a standard aggre-

gate (e.g. single-stage pump). Available best practice solutions are taken into account (e.g. 

specifications according to [AMEV TMon 2020]). 

For the standard aggregate, the required object templates are selected from the BACtwin li-

brary and configured as an aggregate template using the identifiers of the object templates. 

The aggregate template defines the BA equipment of the standard aggregate based on the 

object templates used and - through inheritance - also the associated properties and param-

eters. 

Each aggregate template receives a unique identifier, which enables the template properties 

to be passed on to other information carriers, and a plain text label. 

The aggregate identifier includes several parts that are formed from abbreviations based on 

the UAK and use underscores as separators: 

 

1. AGG type of template, three digits    (e.g. AGG = aggregate) 

2. PMP abbreviation of the aggregate, three digits  (e.g. PMP = pump) 

3. Suffix optional, indicates variants, one/multi-part  (e.g. S1 = single-stage) 

4. Version names the source and version of the template  (e.g. AMEV1) 

 

Example aggregate identifier   

Single-stage pump   AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1 

As an example, the single-stage pump aggregate template is shown in Table 9: 

 

Aggregate identifier Aggregate designation 

AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1 Single-stage pump 

Objekt-Template Objekt Description (Auszug) 

SV_AGG pump 

BO_SC1 switching command 

EE_CMDF1 execution control 

BI_OMS operating message 

TL_BN recording operating message 

BI_FM fault message 

EE_CCP manual message UBE (Priority_Array) (ab Rev. 22 Required) 

BI_LOM2  

Local override message (LO/ID) 

 
MV_HD_AEM2  

EE_COB2  

Table 9 Example Aggregate template: single-stage pump 

The data points of the single-stage pump are explained below as examples.  
 

                                                
1 Execution control with Intrinsic Reporting (BO) or Algorithmic Reporting (additionally EE). 
2 Manual reporting of a local priority operation (LO/ID) with BI, MV or EE object. 
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The aggregate template begins with a Structured View object (condition: AS with AMEV pro-
file AS-D). It names the aggregate template (e.g. SV_AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1) and maps the 
structure of the aggregate template and the associated object templates. Further explana-
tions of the SV object follow in Section 2.7 Structured_View Objects.  
 
The pump has a switching command (BO_SC 1), the operating message (BI_OMS) and a 
fault message (BI_FM).  
 
For a single-stage pump, the switching command is usually used to switch the motor using 
a closing relay on the AS. The operating message can come from the pump directly (poten-
tial-free contact) or, if necessary, from an auxiliary contact of the power contactor.  
 
The operating message data recording records the operating status of the pump (ON/OFF 
with time stamp) and is used for energy reasons (e.g. TMon evaluation).  
 
The fault message can be generated directly from the pump (potential-free contact as a 
break contact) or from an auxiliary contact (break contact) of the electrical protection device.  
 
The execution control monitors whether the operating message corresponds to the switch-
ing command. For example, a switching command may be present, but the pump is not run-
ning. Or there is an operating message (pump pumps water) even though there is no switch-
ing command (unnecessary energy consumption, possibly hydraulic problems). The execu-
tion control can be implemented either with intrinsic reporting of the BO_SB or with an addi-
tional EE object (EE_CMDF) (footnote 1). In both cases, the BACnet event algorithm Com-
mand_Failure is used.  
 
The manual message UBE (Universal Control Unit) is a generic term for an intervention via 
an MOU, a display or another control unit in order to influence the priority control of the 
pump. Only the entries in the Property Priority_Array that do not represent automatic opera-
tion are displayed (see Section 4.3). In the future (i.e. from Rev. 22) a property Cur-
rent_Command in an EE object should report the manual message UBE.  
 
The local override message LO/ID2 (local override/indication device) indicates that a local 
intervention has taken place after the automatic operation of the pump switching command. 
The LO/ID hand report can only be withdrawn at the LO/ID.  
 
Builders or operators must take possible variants into account when configuring. 
 

Variant 1.1 BO_SC1  Intrinsic reporting delivers the desired function.  
 Variant 1.2 EE_CMDF1  Algorithmic reporting provides verifiable information. 
 Figure 4 Command execution control by means of BO or EE object (examples) 

The execution control can be implemented with intrinsic reporting (e.g. BO object) or algo-

rithmic reporting (additional EE object) (variant 1). In the aggregate templates with execution 

control, a suitable object template is defined for each variant 1.1 and 1.2 (see Figure 4).  

 

Variant 2.1 BI_LOM2 

The BI object only shows the manual intervention, but not 

the status of the intervention; can be implemented by all 

manufacturers. 

Variant 2.2 MV_LOM_AEM2 

The MV object displays the manual intervention and the 

status of the local intervention; can be achieved by many 

manufacturers. 

Variant 2.3 EE_COB2 

The EE object displays the manual intervention and the 

status of the local intervention; can be achieved by many 

manufacturers.  

Figure 5 Local overdrive message (LO/ID) using BI, MV or EE object (examples) 

The Local overdrive message (LO/ID) can be implemented with BI, MV/MI or EE objects 

(variant 2).  
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Each variant reports a manual signal (LO/ID), which may lead to increased energy consump-

tion by overriding the automated control of a device (e.g. pump, fan, valve).  

In the aggregate templates with Local overdrive message (LO/ID), a suitable object template 

is defined for each variant 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 (see Figure 5). The builder or operator should not 

make decisions about permissible variants in each individual case, but rather on a needs-

based basis (e.g. according to the operator concept) and documented as operator require-

ments across projects and properties (see Section 4.11).  

Analogous to the single-stage pump, the aggregate templates in the BACtwin library define 

the recommended data points of common aggregates. With standard aggregates, the ener-

getically relevant information is recorded in order to use the trend logs, e.g. B. to be able to 

use it for TMon evaluations. A central objective is also to be able to automatically check the 

aggregates and plants against the specifications of the respective templates.  

According to Section 71a [Building Energy Act], a non-residential building must be equipped 

with digital energy monitoring technology, through which continuous monitoring, logging and 

analysis of the consumption of all main energy sources and all building technical systems 

can be carried out. The data collected must be made accessible via a common and freely 

configurable interface so that evaluations can be carried out regardless of the company or 

manufacturer.  

The aggregate templates define consumption meters for energy monitoring according to 

[AMEV TMon 2020]. The meters support plant, building and comfort monitoring in accord-

ance with [VDI 6041] and provide the necessary information for detecting technical and oper-

ational errors and for determining operational parameters (e.g. utilization levels).  

 

The Table 10 below shows an excerpt of templates of standard aggregates.  

 

Library 3 completely displays the aggregate templates for all predefined standard aggre-

gates in worksheet 10 Aggregate-Templates (see column Type: Aggregate).  

The order of the standard aggregates depends - analogous to BACtwin UAK - on the trades 

in accordance with DIN 276.  

Each aggregate template has a UUID that supports importing and using the standard aggre-

gate in databases without naming conflicts (column C).  

The grouping function is enabled for each aggregate (button: 1). Grouping can be done indi-

vidually (button: +) or for all aggregates at the same time (button: 2). 

The Object_Name in column L begins with a "*" as a substitute for the Location UAK. 

In addition, Library 3 contains in worksheet 10.1 AggTempl de-en English translations of the 

names of the aggregate templates. 

 

Additional standard aggregates required can be communicated to the AMEV (see 4.11). 
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Table 10 Aggregate template (example) 
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2.4.2 Project aggregate 

If important BA functions of a standard aggregate do not fit, it can be modified into a project 

aggregate using only AMEV standard object templates. Advantages of project aggregates 

can include be:  

− Expansion through additional BA functions, e.g. innovative solutions,  

− Exchange of unwanted BA functions and using desired BA functions),  

− Deselecting BA functions that are not required (e.g. object template for repair switches).  

The disadvantages of project aggregates should also be taken into account, e.g. B. the in-

creased individual effort in the planning and testing tools, the increasing lack of transparency 

of the project data and the possible waiver of energy-, cost- or testing-relevant information.  

Before agreeing to project aggregates, builders and operators should carefully consider 

whether they will permanently improve BA operations or make them more difficult. The trans-

parency of mass data in BA systems must be given high priority.  

If the BA planning proposes a project aggregate, it must document the reasons and special 

features so that the positive effects can be checked by the builder/operator before approval, 

implemented efficiently during the BA execution and monitored during acceptance and in BA 

operation. 

Builders and operators should pay attention to verifiability and apply strict standards when 

approving changes to the standard templates. In each individual case, the advantages of 

changes must clearly outweigh the disadvantages - even in the long term.  

Reductions in standard functions or individual changes to standard templates are only per-

mitted in justified special cases.  

The two tables below represent examples of project aggregates.  

In example 1, an object template of the standard pump aggregate is deselected in one step. 

The Local override message (LO/ID) can be deselected if, in a special case, a control cabinet 

is not barrier-free accessible (e.g. ceiling installation of the pump). 

 

Example 1 

Standard aggregate Project aggregate Aggregate designation 

AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1 AGG_PMP_S1_NAME1 Single-stage pump 

Object template Object template Object description (excerpt) 

SV_AGG SV_AGG Pump 

BO_SC1 BO_SC1 Switching command 

EE_CMDF1 EE_CMDF1 Operational report 

BI_OMS BI_OMS Execution control 

 TL_BN TL_BN Data recording operating message 

 BI_FM BI_FM Fault message 

 EE_CCP EE_CCP Hand message UBE 

 BI_LOM o.ä.2  not applic.: manual message LO/ID 

Table 11 Example project aggregate with an object template deselected 

In example 2, two additional object templates are added to the standard pump aggregate in 

one step.  

This allows the operating hours to be recorded, e.g. B. point out necessary maintenance in 

connection with the pump (e.g. dirt trap).  

The inspection report at the repair desk must also be provided if a repair desk is required ac-

cording to the recognized rules of technology.  
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Example 2 

Standard aggregate Project aggregate Aggregate designation 

AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1  AGG_PMP_S1_NAME1 Single-stage pump 

Object template Object template Object description (excerpt) 

SV_AGG SV_AGG Pump 

BO_SC1 BO_SC1 Switching command 

EE_CMDF1 EE_CMDF1 Operational report 

BI_OMS BI_OMS Execution control 

TL_BN TL_BN Data recording operating message 

BI_FM BI_FM Fault message 

 EE_CCP EE_CCP Hand message UBE 

 BI_LOM o.ä.2 BI_LOM o.ä.2 Handmeldung LO/ID 

 AV_MWC_BZ Additionally: operating hours 

 BI_MM_REP Additionally: repair switch 

Table 12 Example project aggregate with two additional object templates 

A project aggregate is generated by BA planning selecting a standard aggregate in the plan-

ning tool and modifying the standard aggregate template as required.  

The modification changes the scope of the BA functions of a standard aggregate.  

If only recommended parameters of a standard aggregate are adjusted as required (e.g. 

when adjusting according to Section 4.6.1), this is not a modification.  

A new project aggregate template must receive a unique project aggregate identifier and 

plain text name based on the standard aggregate used and the BACtwin UAK. Due to the 

project-specific modeling, AMEV1 is omitted as a source and version. Instead of AMEV1, a 

unique name of the builder's or operator's choice must be specified (e.g. 

AGG_PMP_S1_NAME1).  

The project aggregate identifier is inserted into the project-specific aggregate list. The aggre-

gate list names the standard and project aggregates and object templates used.  

In addition, each project aggregate must be given a UUID that supports the import and use of 

the project aggregate in databases without naming conflicts. 

In order to use the advantages of standardization for project aggregates and e.g. to reduce 

the necessary additional effort, the project aggregates desired by the operator should be typi-

fied as far as possible. Needs-based standardization across the entire property portfolio is 

recommended when defining the operator requirements (see 4.11).  

 

2.4.3 Special aggregate 

The procedure for generating a project aggregate described above also applies mutatis mu-

tandis to generating a special aggregate. The main difference is that a project aggregate only 

uses standardized object templates and can therefore be checked automatically with little ad-

ditional effort and risk.  

In contrast, a special aggregate uses at least one individually defined object template and is 

therefore associated with an increased risk with regard to system integration and with addi-

tional manual testing effort.  

For these reasons, the use of special aggregates should be avoided as far as possible. 
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2.5 Assembly template 

An assembly template configures a standard assembly according to the modular principle 

using standard aggregates and standard BA functions. Assembly templates serve as compo-

nents for standard plants.  

An assembly template defines a practical standard set of BA functions for a standard assem-

bly (e.g. reheater). Available best practice solutions are taken into account (e.g. specifica-

tions according to [AMEV TMon 2020]).  

For a standard assembly, the appropriate aggregate and object templates are selected from 

the BACtwin library and configured into the desired assembly template using the respective 

identifiers. The assembly template defines the standard aggregates and standard BA func-

tions associated with the standard assembly as well as - by means of inheritance - the asso-

ciated object templates and their properties and parameters.  

Each assembly template receives a unique identifier, which enables the object properties to 

be passed on to other information carriers, and a plain text name.  

The assembly identifier includes several parts that are formed from abbreviations based on 

the UAK and use underscores as separators:  

 

1. ASY type of the template, three digits    (ASY = assembly template) 

2. Typ  abbreviation of the assembly, three digits  (e.g. RHT = reheater) 

3. Suffix optional, indicates variants, one/multi-part  (not applicable in example) 

4. Version names the source and version of the template (e.g. AMEV1) 

 

Example assembly identifier   

Reheater   ASY_RHT_AMEV1  

 

The Table 13 Assembly template en (overview) below shows the English names of the 

standardized assembly templates.  

 

In Library 3, the assembly templates are shown in full in worksheet 10 (see column Type: 

Assembly). To distinguish them from the object templates used, the identifiers of the aggre-

gate templates used are marked different green.  

Each standard assembly has a UUID that supports the import and use of the standard as-

sembly in databases without naming conflicts (column C).  

 

The example BACtwin templates for standard assemblies only cover parts of the assemblies 

required in BACtwin projects. The BA planning must develop the project assemblies required 

for the overall function based on BACtwin templates.  

A project assembly is generated in the planning software using available aggregate and ob-

ject templates (analogous to the definition of project aggregates).  

The new project assembly template receives a unique project assembly identifier and a plain 

text name, both of which are inserted into the assembly list. The project-specific assembly list 

names the standard and project assemblies and object templates used.  

The identifier of the project assembly should be based on the identifier of available assem-

blies and the BACtwin UAK. Due to the project-specific modeling, AMEV1 is omitted as a 

source and version. Instead of AMEV1, a unique name of the builder's or operator's choice 

must be specified (e.g. BGP_RHT_NAME1). 

In addition, each project assembly must receive a UUID that supports the import and use of 

the project assembly in databases without naming conflicts. 
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Table 13 Assembly template de-en (overview) 
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2.6 Plant template 

A plant template configures a standard plant according to the modular principle with the 

help of standard assemblies, standard aggregates and standard BA functions. A plant tem-

plate defines a practical minimum set of BA functions for a standard plant (e.g. air condition-

ing plant). Available best practice solutions are taken into account (e.g. specifications accord-

ing to [AMEV TMon 2020]). 

For the plant template, the appropriate assembly templates and aggregate templates are se-

lected from the BACtwin library and configured into the required plant template using their 

identifiers. The plant template defines the standard assemblies, standard aggregates and 

standard BA functions associated with the standard plant and, by means of inheritance, the 

associated object templates, their properties and parameters. 

Each plant template receives a unique identifier, which enables the object properties to be 

passed on to other information carriers, and a name in plain text. 

The plant identifier comprises several parts that are formed from abbreviations based on the 

UAK and use underscores as separators: 

 

1. PLT  type of template, three digits    PLT = plant template) 

2. Type  Abbreviation of the plant, three digits   (e.g. WET=weather station) 

3. Suffix  optional, indicates variants, one/multi-part   (not applicable in example) 

4. Version  names the source and version of the template  (e.g. AMEV1) 

 

Example assembly identifier   

Weather station  PLT_WET_AMEV1  

 

The following Table 14 shows exemplary plant templates.  

In Library 3, the plant templates are shown in full in worksheet 10 (see column Type: Plant). 

To distinguish them from the object templates used, the identifiers of the aggregate, assem-

bly and plant templates used are marked in different colors. 

Each standard plant has a UUID that supports the import and use of the standard plant in da-

tabases without naming conflicts (column C). 

In Library 3 the worksheet 10.1 AggTempl de-en contains English translations of the names 

of the plant templates. 

 

The example templates created for standard plants only cover parts of the required plants. 

The BA planning must develop the project plants required for the overall function on the ba-

sis of BACtwin templates. 

A project plant is generated in the planning software using available assembly, aggregate 

and object templates (analogous to the definition of project assemblies). 

The new project asset template receives its own unique project asset identifier and a plain 

text name, both of which are inserted into the project-specific asset list. The plant list names 

the standard and project plants, assemblies and object templates used. 

The identifier of the project plant should be based on the identifier of available plants and the 

BACtwin UAK. Due to the project-specific modeling, AMEV1 is omitted as a source and ver-

sion. Instead of AMEV1, a unique name of the builder's or operator's choice must be speci-

fied (e.g. BGP_WET_NAME1). 

In addition, each project plant must receive a UUID that supports the import and use of the 

project plant in databases without naming conflicts.  
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Table 14 Plant template (example) 
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2.7 Responsibility table, BACtwin table  

 
The tables and lists of properties require careful consideration due to the high number, com-
plexity and different meanings of the properties.  
 
In object templates, the properties and parameters recommended for a BACnet object are 
defined in an object-specific table form. A cross-object table form is required to define the 
responsibilities for properties. The cross-object table form is also used for BACtwin tables 
and project lists.  
 
If the properties are presented in alphabetical order, the factual context necessary for human 
understanding is missing. Meaningful priorities cannot be identified with this arrangement 
(e.g. Object_Name and Description do not appear together and do not appear first). When 
sorted alphabetically or numerically, the responsibilities for properties cannot be represented 
in a meaningful context.  
 
In order to make it easier for users to understand and control the properties, the properties to 
be parameterized are arranged in a context-oriented manner in cross-object property tables 
(analogous to BACS-FL).  The properties are first assigned to a functional area (Table 15).  
 

ID 
Property 

Functional area 
ID 

Object type 

a Addressing --- 

b Data Sharing B 

c Alarm and Event Management C 

d Trending D 

e Scheduling E 

f Loop F 

g - w not used (reserve for expansions) G - W 

x Structure X 

y Device and Network Management Y 

Table 15 Functional area 

In the second step, responsibility for properties is classified. Table 16 indicates in the left 
column the responsibility for the parameterization of properties with code letters:  
B (builder, operator), P (planning) and X (executing company).  
In the right column, each area of responsibility is assigned its own number block. The middle 
column contains typical application examples for properties.  
 

ID 

Responsibility 

e 

Area of responsibility (examples) 
Number 

pad 

B = Builder,  

operator 

Addressing, description, priority, status text, set-
point, switching time, calendar, at least BACnet 
protocol revision 

B = 

11 - 39 

P = BAC  

planning 

Installation location, limit value, physical unit, de-
fault value, recording interval, controller type 

P = 

41 - 69 

X = Executing  

company 

Object instance, vendor information, software in-
formation, network setting 

X = 

71 - 99 

Table 16 Area of responsibility 
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In order to automate the context-oriented arrangement, each property receives a three-digit 

alphanumeric identifier called PropSort.  

The first position of PropSort indicates the functional area of the property with a lowercase 

letter for the functional area (Table 16, left column).  

Two numbers in the 2nd and 3rd positions of PropSort indicate the responsibility for the prop-

erty using the right column in Table 17, which provides a block of numbers for each area of 

responsibility. By choosing the number, the order of the property in the functional area is also 

determined.  

 

Example PropSort  

The Object_Name property belongs to the functional area a = addressing (1st digit = a). The 

responsibility for Object_Name lies with the client or operator (i.e. area of responsibility A = 

number block 11 - 39). Within the number block, Object_Name is particularly important and 

therefore takes first place (2nd and 3rd digits = 11).  

As a result, the PropSort for the Object_Name property is: a11.  

 

Analogous to the three-digit identifier PropSort, the two-digit identifier ObjSort enables con-

text-oriented sorting of objects. A capital letter indicates the functional area of the object 

type (Table 16, right column). An additional number defines the order of the object template 

within the respective functional area.  

 

An example of a context-oriented property table is shown in the responsibility table.  

The responsibility table (Table 17) presents the properties of the AMEV profile AS-D to be 

parameterized in a compact form (on 1 page DIN A4) in a context-oriented manner. Using 

code letters (B/P/X), it names the responsibilities for parameterization specifications of the 

properties. The PropSort identifier is used for the vertical sorting of the properties and the 

ObjSort identifier is used for the horizontal sorting of the object types.  

The library 2 contains the responsibility table as work sheet 17 ZuständTab. 

 

Another example of the context-oriented representation of properties is shown below in the 

BACtwin table (example – excerpt).  

The BACtwin table (Table 18) lists the standard aggregates vertically and the properties of 

the AMEV profile AS-D that need to be parameterized horizontally. For contextual horizontal 

sorting of properties, the identifier PropSort is used. The entries of parameter values are 

marked in yellow. 

The BACtwin table can be used for the documentation of BACtwin lists in project libraries 

and for the data exchange of BACtwin lists.  

The library 3 contains the BACtwin table as work sheet 18 BACtwinTab. 
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Table 17 Responsibility table 
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Table 18 BACtwin table (example – excerpt) 
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2.8 Object type Structured View (SV) 

Automation stations with the AMEV profile AS-D have SV objects that can be used to auto-

matically check the BA mass data and display the plant structures transparently. The use of 

the Structured_View object type is explained below.  

Each template for a plant, assembly or aggregate is equipped with an SV object. Essential 

information about the templates used is stored in these SV objects. This information can be 

used for automated checks of planned and used templates. The implementation of the SV 

objects makes automated checks easier.  

In addition, the respective plant structures are automatically derived from the information. 

The data contents of the respective aggregates, assemblies and plant templates are dis-

played in a logical tree structure.  

An example of an automatically created plant structure is shown in Figure 6:  

 

 
Figure 6 Automatically created plant structure (example: ventilation plant) 

In real plant operation, the Object_Identifier is used to address the BACnet objects (Address-

ing by number). Since the Object_Identifier are only defined in the configuration (the Ob-

ject_Identifier is therefore not available in planning tools and in the XML exchange format), 

BACtwin uses the Object_Name (Addressing by name), i.e. the UAK, in the planning phase.  

In contrast to the other BACnet objects, the UAK shown in the Object_Name of the SV object 

is limited to the plant level (the UAK parts assembly and aggregate only contain padding 

characters), the assembly level (the UAK portion contains aggregate only fill characters) or 

the respective aggregate level. 

The description of the SV object describes the template (e.g. aggregate: pump; assembly: 

preheater; plant: weather station) and can be displayed in the visualization.  

Each SV object only contains a list of objects (array) that it references. In order to map the 

plant structure, it only references one level, the one directly below it.  

The Node_Type property is used for the machine-interpretable assignment to the plant, as-

sembly or aggregate level. For every plant, assembly and every aggregate, the appropriate 

permissible term is set up in the property Node_Type of the SV object (BACnet standard 

[DIN EN ISO 16484-5] see 12. 29. 5): 
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• Aggregate   Node_Type = EQUIPMENT  

• Module   Node_Type = SUBSYSTEM  

• Facility   Node_Type = SYSTEM  

In the Node_Subtype property, the aggregate template identifier from the library 3 is set up 

for a standard aggregate.  

Example:  AGG_PMP_S1_AMEV1  

The modified identifier of the project aggregate is set up for a project aggregate (= project-

specific modified aggregate template) in the Node_Subtype property.  

Example:  AGG_PMP_S1_NAME1  

In addition, the object identifiers contained in the object template are specified as an array in 

the Subordinate_List property of each SV object.  

The object templates of the SV objects are defined in Library 2 in worksheet 8.13.  

As an example, Figure 7 below shows a heating circuit and Figure 8 an overview of the BAC-

net objects associated with this heating circuit, including the SV objects with the properties 

Node_Type, Node_Subtype and Subordinate_List. 

 

 

Figure 7 Example Heating circuit – graphic representation  
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Figure 8 Example Heating circuit – Overview of objects and SV properties 
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3 BACtwin-capable SW tools and data exchange 

3.1 BACtwin-capable planning tool 

BACtwin-capable planning tools are an important prerequisite for exploiting the high potential 

that the BACtwin concept offers for simplification, error prevention and quality improvement 

in BACnet projects.  

Software manufacturers are recommended to import the BACtwin library templates into their 

planning tools.  

A BACtwin-capable planning tool should enable the handling of the data and functions listed 

in Table 19. Handling includes importing/entering, editing, saving and exporting in lines 1, 3, 

5 - 11, 14, 17 and 18.  

 

1. BACtwin libraries and project data  

2. Planning documents (plant lists, diagrams, functional descriptions) can be created 
from available templates.  

3. Standardized BACnet objects and properties  

4. Indication of the supported BACnet revision (at least Rev. 12, recommended Rev. 16).  

5. BACnet profiles according to AMEV BACtwin  

6. Project-specific BACtwin library (schema, description, BA function list)  

7. Templates (OBJ, AGG, BGP, ANL) as project templates  

8. BACtwin lists (OBJ, AGG, BGP, ANL)  

9. BACtwin lists (OBJ, AGG, BGP, ANL) can be named.  

10. BACtwin UAK as a template for Object_Name/Description  

11. User-specific UAK as a template for Object_Name/Description  

12. Properties Object_Name can be generated automatically from UAK template.  

13. Properties description can be generated automatically from UAK template.  

14. Properties Description as a template  

15. Use of the BACnet and AMEV terms, AMEV can be switched between German and 
English.  

16. Project library (project-specific lists) can be displayed.  

17. Project library (analogous to BACtwin library)  

18. Project data (at least BACS function lists, BACS function descriptions, BACS automa-
tion schemes, BACtwin lists)  

Table 19 BACtwin-capable planning tool 

 

3.2 BACtwin-capable engineering tool 

BACtwin-capable engineering tools are also an essential prerequisite for exploiting the high 

potential that the BACtwin concept offers for simplification, error prevention and quality im-

provement in BACnet projects.  

BACnet manufacturers are recommended to import the BACtwin library templates into their 

engineering tools.  

A BACtwin-capable engineering tool should enable the data and functions listed in Tables 19 

and 20 to be handled. Handling includes importing/entering, editing, saving and exporting in 

Table 20 line 19. 
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1. - 18. Handling of data and functions according to Table 20 No. 1 to 18.  

19. Implementation documents (at least BA function lists, BA function descriptions, BA 
automation schemes, BACtwin lists)  

20. All BACnet objects and properties used can be switched visibly.  

21. Reverse engineering (optional).  

Table 20 BACtwin-capable engineering tool 

 

3.3 BACtwin-capable scan tool 

When using the model-based BACtwin concept, the BACnet systems and project data should 

be automatically checked for compliance with the specifications and consistency. A scan tool 

carries out a comprehensive inventory and visualization of the BACnet project data in auto-

mation stations.  

A BACtwin-capable scan tool should meet the requirements of Table 21:  

 

1. Scan and read BACnet devices: display objects used, properties, parameters.  

2. Export used objects, properties, parameters.  

3. Display and export used objects and properties for selected functional areas as BAC-
twin lists.  

4. Data exchange formats XLSX/CSV, XML/JSON  

Table 21 BACtwin-capable scan tool 

 

3.4 BACtwin-capable test tool 

 
A test tool check:  
 

a) the BACtwin planning against the operator requirement,  
b) the automation stations against the BACtwin project data from the planning.  

 
A BACtwin-capable test tool should meet the requirements of Table 22:  

 

1. Import/enter BACtwin library (including operator requirement).  

2. Read in BA planning data.  

3. Read BA execution data.  

4. Compare a) the data from lines 2 with 1., present comparison results, comment and 
save.  

5. Compare b) the data from lines 3 with 2., present comparison results, comment and 
save.  

6. Exporting the comparison results a) and b) in XLSX/CSV, JSON/XML, HTML and 
PDF  

Table 22 BACtwin-capable test tool 

The functions of the BACtwin-capable scan tool (Table 21) and BACtwin-capable test tool 
(Table 22) can be combined in one program. 
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3.5 BACtwin-capable data exchange 

The standardized BACtwin data enables important analyzes and optimizations that improve 

the reliability, cost-effectiveness and sustainability of the BA systems. The BACtwin data 

model forms the database for the use of corresponding SW tools. When using the SW tools, 

automated import and export processes are helpful and recommended.  

The BACtwin-capable data exchange serves the following purposes:  

• Support integration of the BACtwin data model into BACtwin-enabled tools.  

• Support the exchange of BIM information in/to BACtwin-enabled planning tools.  

• Exchange of the results of BACnet planning in a machine-interpretable, 1:1 verifiable 

form.  

• Transfer of planning results to BACtwin-capable engineering and testing tools.  

• Export of the BACnet engineering results in a 1:1 verifiable form.  

• Export of test results from test tools for target/actual comparisons and acceptance.  

• Import of planning results into simulation software for functional analysis.  

• Support transfer of data records from the BA system for TMon analysis and operational 

optimization [AMEV TMon 2020].  

• Export of operating data from the MOU for operational monitoring (e.g. aggregate ad-

dresses, message texts, trend recordings, meter readings).  

• Export of operating data from the BA system for sustainability reports (e.g. ESG report-

ing), CAFM analyses, (BIM) space management and energy data management in existing 

buildings and new buildings [AMEV Energy and Costs in competitions 2014].  

Lossless data exchange must be ensured during the import and export processes described 

above. In order to avoid media disruptions, loss of information, double work, etc., it is essen-

tial to use uniform data exchange formats.  

So that BACtwin systems can be implemented with as little work as possible and optimal 

work quality, the following is recommended:  

The tables and templates of the BACtwin library are created in XLSX data format.  

BACtwin-capable SW tools should be able to import the tables from the BACtwin libraries. To 

enable further editing, the planning tools must be able to export BA planning data as BAC-

twin lists in an editable form.  

 

BACtwin-capable planning, engineering and testing tools should also be able to support the 

JSON or XML data formats. Both data formats enable media-free data exchange and direct 

further processing of BA mass data.  

The BACtwin table is recommended as a template for exchanging BACtwin project data in 

JSON or XML format.  

In addition, the MOU should be able to transfer dynamic data from the BA system to other IT 

systems (e.g. CAFM, ERP) via a secure interface.  

The BACnet web service (BACnet/WS) in accordance with DIN EN ISO 16484-5 is preferably 

recommended for this. In Annex W to Z, the BACnet standard normatively defines the BAC-

net/WS RESTful WEB SERVICE INTERFACE and the XML and JSON formats for the BAC-

net web services. BACnet Web Services support TLS version 1.3.  

The following figure shows an example of BACtwin-capable data exchange in JSON format 

(according to Annex Z of the BACnet standard).  
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Figure 9 BACtwin-capable data exchange in JSON format (example) 

 

The data formats JPG, PNG, SVG, DXF or DWG are recommended for data exchange of 

graphics.  

 

For importing, for example, location information from BIM and exporting, for example, plant 

information in BIM, BACtwin-capable tools should have a bidirectional IFC interface. 
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4 Additional notes for BACtwin implementation 

4.1 BA planning, participation of other project participants 

In the case of a construction project, the builder/operator must ensure that the requirements 

for the BA are fully taken into account across all trades. To this end, he prepares documents 

such as operator concepts and specifications in accordance with [VDI 3814 Part 2.1], which 

are mandatory for all planners (GA, building services, building construction, etc.) and execut-

ing companies. 

In the BA specification, the templates of the BACtwin library (e.g. addressing, object and ag-

gregate templates) and the specifying operator requirement are integrated as a neutral, pre-

defined basis for BA planning and execution with BACnet (see 4.11). 

The BACtwin library supports BA planning, but does not replace it. Even in BACtwin projects, 

the builder or operator should consult qualified BA planning at an early stage. BA planning 

should use a current BACtwin-capable planning tool.  

When commissioning the BA planning, the operator requirements, the building automation 

performance profile according to [VDI 3814 Sheet 2.2] and [VDI 3814 Blatt 4.2] and the rec-

ommendations of [AMEV BACnet 2017] and [AMEV BA 2023] that are valid at the time are 

taken as a basis.  

According to [VDI 3814 Part 2.2], the basic services of BA planning include, for example, 

clarifying the use of existing addressing keys in LP 1 Basic Determination and applying an 

existing addressing key up to the plant level in LP 2 Preliminary Planning. In LP 3 Design 

Planning, they include applying an existing addressing key up to the operating equipment 

level, and in LP 5 Execution Planning, applying an existing addressing key up to the func-

tional level (UAK). 

The aggregate templates cover the majority of the required BACtwin templates for standard 

aggregates. For the overall function of the plants, it is usually unavoidable that the BA plan-

ning also develops project aggregates and project assemblies based on the BACtwin tem-

plates.  

The object templates do not provide fixed parameters for certain BACS functions with wide 

areas of application, but instead provide permissible value ranges (default values). With 

these default values, the BA planning must specify the parameters that make sense for the 

project. As a prerequisite for its services, BA planning requires certain information and work 

results (e.g. lists of technical information) from other project participants (e.g. builder/opera-

tor, building planning, TBA planning).  

The information required by BA planning and the BACS documents to be created by BA 

planning are listed in [VDI 3814 Sheet 2.2] and presented in [VDI 3814 Sheet 4.2] in editable 

table form (see Table 3 Checklist for Building Automation Planning). 

The client must ensure that the other project participants provide the information required for 

system integration at an early stage in accordance with [HOAI] of the BA planning (see 4.10). 

 

4.2 Character set and minimum number of characters  

BACtwin-capable devices must support the character set UTF-8. 

In addition, BACtwin-capable devices must support the Minimum Character_String_Length 

according to Table 23.  

The minimum number of characters is based on Table K4 of the BACnet standard [DIN EN 

ISO 16484-5]. 
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No. Property 
AMEV profile 

MOU AS-C and AS-D 

1 2 3 4 

1 Object_Name 64 64 

2 Description 255 255 

3 Profile_Name 64 no specification 
Vorgabe 

4 Device_Type 64 64 

5 Inactive_Text 32 32 

6 Active_Text 32 32 

7 State_Text 32 32 

8a Event_Message_Texts 255 255 

8b Event_Message_Texts_Conf 255 255 

9 Location 64 64 

10 Vendor_Name 64 no specification 

11 Model_Name 64 no specification 

12 Application_Software_Version 64 no specification 

13 Firmware_Revision 64 no specification 

Table 23 Minimum Character_String_Length 

 

4.3 Priority control 

Each BACnet object that can be controlled by an application has a Priority_Array property 

that can set the Present_Value property.  

Output objects (AO, BO, MO) and virtual objects (AV, BV, MV) require Priority_Arrays e.g. for 

prioritization when switching control commands or setpoint specifications.  

The Priority_Arrays prioritize these control commands so that applications with higher priori-

ties override applications with lower priorities.  

Table 24 defines the priorities of the Priority_Array in a BACtwin system in further develop-

ment of [KBOB recommendation BACnet application]. Some Priority_Arrays serve as re-

serves for special use cases (see description).  

If an organization has Priority_Array solutions that have proven themselves in the BA inven-

tory, they can also be used in BACtwin projects. 
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Priority 
_Array 

Application  
([DIN EN ISO 

16484-5] Tab. 19-1) 
Recommendation  

Description,  
example 

1 Manual Life Safety Manual Life Safety e.g. Key control fire department 

2 
Automatic Life 
Safety 

Automatic Life 
Safety 

e.g. Fire switching/overcontrol by a fire 
emergency control 

3 Available  (Reserve) 

4 Available  (Reserve) 

5 
Critical Aggregate 
Control 

Critical Aggregate 
Control 

Override of the minimum on/off switching 
times if the overall damage prevented 
would be greater than possible damage to 
the device, e.g. B. load shedding  
 

6 
Minimum  
On/Off 

Minimum  
On/Off 

Switch-on/off times of objects, e.g. B. 
compressor refrigeration machine 

7 Available  (Reserve) 

8 Manual Operator 
Override via MOU, 
BAE, AS or HMI 

Manual switching via MOU, BAE, AS or 
HMI by a user 

9 Available  (Reserve) 

10 Available 
Higher-level auto-
matic operation  
 

Override by central function,  
e.g. plaster lighting 
 

11 Available  (Reserve) 

12 Available Timer 
The object to be controlled is described by 
the Schedule object 

13 Available  (Reserve) 

14 Available  (Reserve) 

15 Available 
Automatic  
operation  
 

Functions of the control of the automatic 
operation (program)  
 

16 Available  (Reserve; previously: automatic operation) 

- Relinquish_Default Relinquish_Default Is used when configuring in the object set 

Table 24 Priority_Array 

 

4.4 Alarm und event management 

Alarm and event management is used to document and manage all messages in the entire 

system. All reports and information must be kept decentralized by the AS. The current infor-

mation must be accessible at any time from every MOU in the network. The operator must be 

able to acknowledge and reset alarms using MOU so that consistent alarm handling is guar-

anteed right up to the AS.  

BACnet offers two different methods for alarm and event management:  

• Intrinsic reporting  

Object-internal reporting supports message generation based on a single event (e.g. 

when the lower and upper limit values are exceeded (properties Low_Limit and High_Limit 

in analog objects) or when state changes occur in binary and multi-level objects. The mes-

sage is configured in the object itself.  

 

• Algorithmic change reporting  

Rule-based reporting is used to generate reports according to a specified algorithm from 

one or more properties of one or more objects. The message is generated in an additional 

object of type Event Enrollment.  
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A large number of simple situations in which an alarm should be generated can be config-

ured using Intrinsic Reporting (or COV/COS). The BACtwin library 2 shows examples of sim-

ple alarms in Table 8.1 AI templates (see Properties Low_Limit and High_Limit, COV).  

Complex situations can be configured more flexibly with Algorithmic Change Reporting. For 

example, to increase the efficiency class of buildings through energy-relevant alarms, it 

makes sense and is necessary to use algorithmic change reporting for these alarms. Algo-

rithmic change reporting then monitors e.g. manual interventions or deviations from switching 

states. When displaying complex alarms with Algorithmic Change Reporting, the relation-

ships between original and mirrored data points in the EE object are transparently configured 

and can be recognized on the BACnet user interface or by testing tools. In BACnet systems 

with large, complex alarms, Algorithmic Change Reporting can be used as the sole alarm 

method to enable automated configuration checks.  

The Library 2 contains examples for algorithmic change reporting with event enrollment ob-

jects in Table 8.8 EE templates.  

 

4.4.1 Notification class  

The Notification Class objects are used to manage the recipients, priorities and acknowledg-

ment requirements of BACnet alarms. The notification classes are specified in the Notifica-

tion_Class property. The classifications describe the alarm category for system messages.  

Table 25 below contains an overview of the recommended reporting classes. Message clas-

ses that are not required can be deselected (see Section 4.11). The operator requirements 

for reporting classes must be adhered to. 

 

Lfd.  
Nr. 

Object_ 
Identifier 

Reporting class designation Priority Ack_Required 

1 NC100 Notification class Danger People {10,11,110} {true,true,true} 

2 NC150 Notification class Danger Property {15,16,115} {true,true,true} 

3 NC200 Notification class Alarm {20,21,120} {true,true,false} 

4 NC250 Notification class Pre-alarm {25,26,125} {true,true,false} 

5 NC300 Notification class Fault {30,31,130} {true,true,false} 

6 NC350 Notification class Abnormal  {35,36,135} {false,false,false} 

7 NC400 Notification class Maintenance {40,41,140} {false,false,false} 

8 NC425 
Notification class Maintenance  
(can be acknowledged)  {42,43,142} {true,false,false} 

9 NC450 Notification class Revision  {45,46,145} {false,false,false} 

10 NC500 Notification class Local override {50,51,150} {false,false,false} 

11 NC600 Notification class System {60,61,160} {true,false,false} 

12 NC700 Notification class Trend {70,71,170} {false,false,false} 

13 NC800 Notification class Miscellaneous {80,81,180} {false,false,false} 

Table 25 Notification class  

The three states “to-normal”, “to-fault” and “to-offnormal” are defined for each NC instance in 

the property priority of the NC objects. Table 26 contains recommended parameters. The use 

of different priorities for the different states serves to classify the messages according to pri-

orities or according to the causes of the messages.  

In the Ack_Required property (acknowledgment required) of the NC objects, the require-

ments for acknowledging messages are configured with three specifications {to-offnormal,to-

fault,to-normal}. Table 26 contains recommended parameters (see also Table 8.7 NC tem-

plates). Project-specific specifications must be made in the Recipient_List property of the NC 

objects.  
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Depending on the cause of the message, the messages are assigned to either the “Alarm” or 

“Event” type. The assignment is made in the object templates via the Notify_Type property, 

in which e.g. B. Fault and alarm messages are generally assigned to the “Alarm” type and 

non-critical messages such as operational messages and TL messages are assigned to the 

“Event” type.  

Feedback from local priority operation must be provided and must trigger an alarm with mes-

sage class NC500 (manual intervention) when the status changes to manual operation.  

 

4.4.2 Event_Type  

The following Event_Types are recommended to support Algorithmic Change Reporting (ex-

cerpt from BACnet standard Rev.16 Table 12-15):  

 

Event_Type Application example 

Change_Of_Bitstring Monitoring of hand positions on the module (Overridden) and hand 
positions via the control unit (Out_Of_Service) 

Change_Of_State Monitoring of states of binary or multi-level values 

Change_Of_Value Monitoring of setpoint changes 

Command_Failure Monitoring of execution controls 

Floating_Limit Monitoring of deviations 

Out_Of_Range Monitoring of limit values 

Table 26 Event_Type für Algorithmic Change Reporting 

 

4.4.3 Message text  

The message texts in the Event_Message_Text and Event_Message_Text_Config properties 

contain information with which the BA operators are informed about the type of alarms or 

events using three array entries (e.g. danger: ...). 

In existing systems, the message texts were usually designed individually based on sugges-

tions from the BACnet manufacturers or specifications from builders and operators. In BAC-

twin-capable systems, the message texts are standardized uniformly and manufacturer-neu-

trally.  

Three variants can be used as message texts:  

• Variant 1:  Danger people: [plain text], error: [plain text], normal: [plain text]  

• Variant 2:  [UAK]/[Plaintext], [UAK]/[Plaintext], [UAK]/[Plaintext]  

• Variant 3:  [Plain text], [Plain text], [Plain text]  

Plain text is usually the description, but it can also be chosen differently. The desired stand-

ard specification (section 4.11) is entered in the object templates (except CAL and DEV).  

The minimum character numbers for Event_Message_Text and Event_Message_Text_Con-

fig are listed in Table 24 Minimum Character_String_Length. This character count applies to 

each of the three array entries. 

 

4.4.4 Event_Algorithm_Inhibit 

Message shower suppression can be set up either with the Event_Algorithm_Inhibit property 

or the Event_Algorithm_Inhibit_Ref property.  

Report shower suppression must be set up if a report results in further reports for technical 

reasons.  
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In order to avoid pulsating alarm messages (message showers) for I/O objects with the mes-

sage classes NC300 (fault), NC400 (maintenance), NC420 (maintenance, acknowledgable) 

and NC450 (revision), an appropriate delay time must be entered in the Time_Delay property 

(see object templates in library 2).  

 

4.4.5 Reliability suppression  

The property Reliability_Evaluation_Inhibit can suppress the reliability check. but is not man-

datory. If it is present, the reliability suppression must be switched off (i.e. test result: 

"FALSE").  

 

4.4.6 Execution control  

For execution control with intrinsic reporting (e.g. BO_SC1), the value that represents the 

physical state of the data point to be monitored must be programmed to the Feedback_Value 

of the output object. 

 The same procedure should be followed for execution control with algorithmic reporting (e.g. 

EE_CMDF1).  

 

4.5 Time management  

The MOU must be able to read and write access to the calendar and schedule objects in the 

network. The entries must be requested from the builder or operator and documented in the 

MOU by the person carrying out the work.  

 

4.5.1 Calendar object  

Calendar objects contain a list in which e.g. holidays, company holidays or other events can 

be entered on which an Exception_Schedule (special schedule) is valid. Entries are possible 

as a date (e.g. 01/01/2012), date range (e.g. 01/01/2012 - 06/01/2012) or recurring day (e.g. 

06/01).  

The number of calendar objects must be agreed with the builder or operator. If there is no co-

ordination, at least 3 calendar objects must be available per AS. At least 15 date entries 

can be created per calendar object.  

 

4.5.2 Schedule object  

Schedule objects change states or values according to the setting values of weekly programs 

and special schedules and depending on the date and time. For example, acts on virtual data 

points such as “entire system operating mode”, on operating parameters such as setpoints or 

on physical output functions.  

Each AS must provide at least the number of schedule objects required by system. At least 

12 switching times (6x on-off) per weekday can be created in each Property 

Weekly_Schedule. At least 6 date entries or calendar object references can be entered in 

each Exception_Schedule property. At least 12 switching times (6x on-off) can be created 

in each Exception_Schedule property. 

 

4.5.3 Time synchronization  

The operator must create a time synchronization concept that should take the following into 

account.  
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The AS must have an integrated and battery-backed system clock for autonomous operation. 

The automatic time synchronization in the BACnet/IP network must take place via a BACnet 

time master, usually the MOU. An additional time synchronization, e.g. B. via an NTP server 

must not be set up in parallel. The AS use the system time received from the BACnet Time 

Master.  

In the BACnet MS/TP network, time synchronization can be done in different ways and must 

be considered on a project-specific basis.  

 

4.6 Trend recording  

The recording of process values for short- and long-term archiving takes place in the AS in 

TL objects. Trend recordings can severely impact BA performance on the network. Their use 

and configuration require special care. Only standardized properties from the BACnet objects 

may be recorded, not proprietary values. For control purposes, the property Log_DeviceOb-

jectProperty must be maintained and evaluated.  

TL objects are programmed in the AS to which the referenced objects are physically con-

nected. All TL objects must be set up as ring buffers, i.e. Stop_When_Full = FALSE. If the 

number of newly saved trend values set in the Property Notification Threshold is reached, the 

TL object sends a message to the MOU that the trend values should be read out.  

Notify_Type must be parameterized to “Event” in all TL objects. In TL objects, Event_Enable 

must only be parameterized to “to-normal” (special case: Buffer_ready).  

Trend recordings can be set up either event-oriented (COV) or cyclically (POLLING). In the 

BACtwin library 2, these specifications are defined in Table 8.9 TL templates in the Log-

ging_Type property.  

Trend recordings with POLLING  

TL objects that are intended to regularly document certain states, values or trends (e.g. con-

sumption developments, measured values for adjustments or operational analyzes) must be 

created in the AS with fixed intervals in the Log_Interval property (in sec.) (POLLING).  

All TL OBJECTS with POLLING must be synchronized. This is done by activating the 

Align_Interval property or specifying a fixed start time. The MOU must automatically query 

trend data regularly (e.g. at least every 24 hours) to ensure secure archiving without data 

gaps.  

Trend recordings with COV  

Only trends for irregular events (e.g. operational messages, setpoints) are recorded in the 

AS in an event-oriented manner using COV. With COV, only changes in the system status 

(COV) that exceed the set COV_Increment (change threshold) are recorded. The changes 

can be viewed in the buffer memory.  

The COV_Resubscription_Interval property is only used for trend logs on third-party control-

lers.  

 

4.6.1 Regulation 

The standard parameters in the object templates contain the recommended setting values for 

standard aggregates. If project-specific aggregates are planned with the consent of the client 

or operator, the associated parameters must be checked by the BA planning and determined 

as required. 

The standard parameters refer to the adjustment phase. The setting values for the properties 

Log_Interval (for POLLING) and COV_Increment (for COV) were chosen to be more sensi-

tive for the adjustment phase than the setting values for later control operation, so that unde-

sirable operating states can be detected early during adjustment.  
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In special cases (e.g. heat pump), trend recordings with POLLING (e.g. power, heat quantity) 

or COV (e.g. operating time, temperature) can be useful. The optimal setting must be deter-

mined during adjustment.  

During commissioning, the selected parameters and all other recommendations must be 

tested by the adjustment management (ERM) according to [AMEV TMon 2020] with the help 

of data recordings (trend log) and the practical suitability must be verified on site.  

If more suitable parameters are determined during adjustment, these should - after coordina-

tion with the specialist planning - be preferred to the standard parameters and documented 

with the date (yymmdd) in the handover documents and handed over to the operator.  

The network load must also be taken into account when adjusting: In order to limit the net-

work load in regular operation to a sensible level, the last step in adjusting the trend log ob-

jects is to double the log intervals in the Log_Interval property using POLLING. For trend log 

objects using COV, the COV thresholds in the COV_Increment property are doubled. 

 

4.6.2 Memory size and reporting threshold  

The property Buffer_Size (memory size) of the AS must be dimensioned such that if the 

MOU fails, the trend recordings are retained on the AS for at least 24 hours.  

Settings of 35 - 45% of the Buffer_Size are recommended for the Notification_Threshold 

property. A value of around 40% ensures that, in the event of technical disruptions in the net-

work, a message can fail without causing data gaps. By staggering the Notification_Thresh-

old setting values in the AS, the threshold values are not exceeded at the same time.  

For increased requirements, Notification_Threshold should be chosen smaller, e.g. B. 10% of 

the Buf-fer_Size (approx. 1 day). At the same time, Buffer_Size must be made larger for stor-

ing the trend log data in the AS (e.g. 10 days supply).  

In addition, a historization server should query the data cyclically.  

 

4.7 Loop object 

Controllers must be created according to the planned control strategy and set up with the as-

sociated parameters. The controller performance is checked during commissioning. To do 

this, certain objects must be set to trend (see Section 4.6.1 Regulation).  

The Setpoint_Reference property (address of the setpoint) must contain a reference. The 

Setpoint property shows the value of the object in the Setpoint_Reference property.  

In the loop objects of AS with the AMEV profile AS-C and AS-D, intrinsic reporting is not re-

quired (in contrast to AS with the AMEV profile AS-B). If intrinsic reporting is still used in loop 

objects, the properties are set up according to the specifications of the Loop object template 

(Library 2, Table 8.8).  

 

4.8 Availability, number of outages and downtime 

If technical reliability is particularly important and needs to be monitored in technical systems 

(e.g. conveyor systems, own power supply systems, low-voltage switchgear), e.g. the follow-

ing parameters are used and continuously evaluated.  

The counter availability value (CAV) per day is determined from the full day (1,440 minutes) 

minus the sum of downtimes (not ready for operation, collective fault) in relation to the day.  

The counter number of failures (CFL) counts the sum of the fault reports in one day.  

The Counter failure time average (CTA) counts the sum of downtimes divided by the sum of 

reports in a day.  
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The Counter failure total time (CTT) counts the sum of the downtimes in one day plus the 

value from the previous day. The total time of the failures can be evaluated in order to initiate 

necessary follow-up measures (e.g. maintenance, repair or replacement of the system). In 

these cases, the count value is reset via a virtual BACnet object.  

Availability, outages and downtime are calculated daily at midnight. The value is represented 

as a TL object over the time unit of the full month. The TL object is saved according to the 

trend recording specifications.  

 

4.9 BACtwin-capable gateway, field device and compact system 

BACtwin-capable gateways must support the minimum requirements for objects, properties, 

conformance codes and parameters for BACtwin-capable automation stations (e.g. AMEV 

profile AS-C or AS-D).  

BACtwin-capable field devices and compact systems (e.g. for ventilation, air conditioning, 

heat recovery) must support the minimum requirements for objects, properties, conformance 

codes and parameters for corresponding BACtwin-capable standard aggregates, assemblies 

or systems.  

The provider must demonstrate by presenting the PICS of the gateways, field devices or 

compact systems that the object types, properties and conformance codes required accord-

ing to the BACtwin minimum requirements are supported.  

The BACnet-capable gateways, field devices and compact systems must be implemented 

according to the BACtwin concept. The following points must be noted: 

• The addressing must be set up in the property Object_Name according to user-specific 

location UAK and BACtwin UAK as well as in the property description with user-specific 

plain text.  

• BACnet objects must be represented according to the BACtwin concept, actually made 

available to the operators and be able to be checked automatically.  

• No additional objects may be billed to display the alarm if the alarm is provided with ob-

ject-specific properties (intrinsic reporting).  

• Schedules entered in the foreign protocol must be able to be operated and monitored in 

BACnet Calendar and Schedule objects.  

• The alarm display on local operating and display devices must correspond to that in the 

BACnet objects, even when alarming is deactivated.  

• The time synchronization via BACnet must be effective and any further time synchroniza-

tion must be switched off.  

• Trend log objects provided in BACtwin templates must also be provided for BACtwin-ca-

pable field devices and compact systems.  

• The representation of the data recording on local operating and display devices must cor-

respond to the recording in the BACnet Trend Log objects.  

• For counters, the values can be executed with the object type AV (without property De-

vice_Type) or with AI (like AV, but with property Device_Type). The aggregate templates 

use the AV templates defined in library 2. 

 

4.10 BACtwin-capable integral building automation 

Regulations such as [DIN EN 15232] Energy efficiency of buildings from 2012 and the follow-

ing 2019 [ISO 52120-1] Energy performance of buildings describe a new, needs-oriented, 

optimized regulation and control (see Figure 2 [ISO 52120-1]). 

In the past, plant automation (in VDI 3814) and room automation (in VDI 3813) were gener-

ally considered separately. With this perspective, the plant automation systems had to pro-

vide different media (e.g. heat, cold, air) and the room automation could use these media as 
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required. The changed perspective according to [ISO 52120-1] was adopted with the merger 

of VDI 3813 and VDI 3814. 

The most important objective according to [ISO 52120-1] is needs orientation, from which it 

follows, for example: 

• Room automation must be equipped with occupancy detection devices. 

• Transmit demand values from the room automation to the system automation,  

in order to enable needs-based and energy-saving generation, storage and distribution  

in the various system automation systems. 

• Integration of system and room automation across media and systems, in order 

e.g. to prevent simultaneous heating and cooling and to exploit the energetic advantages 

of dead zones (zero energy band). 

 

[VDI 3814 Part 2.2] defines system integration as the automation networking of individual 

technical subsystems and their functional integration into a BA system. The aim of system 

integration is to set up a cross-trade BA system for the area under consideration (e.g. build-

ing, property) and the technical systems contained therein with as few different communica-

tion protocols as possible (minimization of communication interfaces). 

With BACtwin, the BACS information is available for needs-oriented operation regardless of 

the manufacturer. The neutral BACtwin data model offers a good basis for implementing inte-

gral regulation and control strategies in new buildings and renovations. 

In the construction project, the builder/operator must involve the BA planning already in LP 1 

Basic Determination in order to ensure the necessary integration planning for the room and 

system automation in accordance with the BA operator concept. 

According to [VDI 3814 Sheet 2.2] and [VDI 3814 Sheet 4.2] in LP 1 Basic Determination, the 

basic services of the BA planning include, among other things, the clarification of the task to 

the BA on the basis of the specifications or the requirements planning of the client (including 

BACtwin-specific operator requirements according to 4.11) in consultation with the property 

planner and those involved in the other specialist planning. 

In LP 2 preliminary planning, the basic services of BA planning include, among other things, 

the clarification and consideration of the BA efficiency class ([DIN EN 15232]) or the degree 

of automation ([DIN V 18599-11]), the compilation of the requirements for the parties in-

volved from the specification of the BA efficiency class and the clarification of the scope of 

the system integration (i.e. application of the system integration tables according to [VDI 

3814 Part 4.2] at least in the first column "Integration"). 

In LP 3 Design Planning, the basic BA services include, among other things, the definition of 

the scope of system integration (i.e. application of the system integration tables). 

 

The basic services of BA planning in the Phase 1 basic determination include e.g. clarifying 

the level of automation to be implemented across all trades in accordance with [DIN V 

18599-11] (and its influence on the energy efficiency class) and clarifying the BA task based 

on the BACtwin-specific operator requirements (see 4.11). 

In the Phase 2 preliminary planning, the basic services of BA planning include, among other 

things: examining alternative possible solutions and participating in the integration of the 

technical systems. 

The early involvement of BA planning ensures that the BACtwin specifications are defined by 

BA planning across trades for the components of the building construction (e.g. sun protec-

tion) and technical equipment (e.g. heating, cooling, lighting). These specifications must be 

implemented in the tenders of the respective trades. 

Reference is made to German [Gebäudeenergiegesetz] Section 4 (public sector obligation to 

provide information) and Section 108 (1) No. 14 (administrative offenses). 
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4.11 BACtwin-capable operator requirement 

As part of the requirements planning, which defines quality objectives such as utility value 

and sustainability, the client/operator or on his behalf prepares a BA specification sheet in 

accordance with [VDI 3814 Part 2.1] for a construction project. The builder/operator compiles 

the specifications for the BA and for the systems to be integrated in the BA specification (see 

[VDI 3814 Part 2.2]). 

Organizations with a large number of properties, buildings or facilities (e.g. municipalities, 

states, federal administrations, etc.), also use the BA specification as a standard template for 

the planning and execution services of further construction projects and as a basis for a qual-

ity management process accompanying the project or construction. 

It is recommended that the builder/operator bindingly agree on the AMEV recommendation 

BACtwin 2024 together with the user-specific operator requirement as a BACnet-specific 

BA specification in construction projects. 

For this purpose, the specification of the operator requirement is used as a comprehensively 

predefined basis for the planning and execution of the GA with BACnet and integrated into 

the GA specifications as a binding specification. 

In the operator requirement, the organization must complete the data model with the user-

specific Location UAK (see Table 27, lines 4 to 6) and specify the functional UAK (see Table 

28, lines 7 to 16) – analogous to the UAK example in Library 1. 

In addition, the organization must decide on the variants possible in the BACtwin data model 

and determine which of the variants (e.g. Table 27, lines 26 and 27) should be implemented 

in her construction projects. 

In the operator requirement, the organization must define a clear Location UAK for the en-

tire real estate portfolio in the sense of a consistent minimum standard (example in Figure 2). 

The organization can leave open the standard solutions to be executed for reporting using 

BI, MV or EE objects. Alternatively, undesirable methods can be excluded from LO/ID. 

The possible options for execution control are to be treated in the same way. 

Individual recommendations from BACtwin 2024 (e.g. length of the function UAK, description, 

property responsibilities) can be adapted by the organization across the organization or sup-

plemented and documented on a project-specific basis. 

However, different specifications must not be made due to different preferences and in-

terpretations in individual projects, as this would result in the loss of essential advantages 

of the BACtwin concept. The possibility of neutral evaluations in accordance with [Building 

Energy Act] § 71a building automation must be retained. 

 

 

In Table 27 Operator requirement, the organization must enter the selected data model op-

tions to be implemented in column 3 (as user-specific “BACtwin settings”).  

Detailed operator requirements should be specified in the BACnet specifications in verifiable 

table form (based on the BACtwin library). We recommend specifications in the form of ex-

port files, e.g. B. from a sample project of a BA planning tool.  

 

In the case of special solutions (e.g. individual templates for special objects, aggregates, as-

semblies and plants), significant advantages of the BACtwin concept are lost. Each special 

solution is associated with increased effort and risk, as it cannot be checked automatically 

with BACtwin-capable testing tools. For this reason, builders and operators should avoid 

special solutions as much as possible. 
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In order to be able to close any gaps in standardization (e.g. innovations, proposals for better 

or new translation) in a timely manner and to adapt the BACtwin-capable tools, relevant con-

tributions or inquiries are welcome to the AMEV office (please send an email to: 

amev@bmwsb.bund.de).   

mailto:amev@bmwsb.bund.de
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No. 
Area 

Recommendation  

according to AMEV BACtwin 2024 

Empfehlung  
gemäß AMEV BACtwin 2024 

Operator  
specification 

vorgabe  1 2 3 

1 
 
 

BACtwin specification Minimum standard of the operator  

2 AMEV profile AS-C according to BACtwin library 2  

3 AMEV profile AS-D according to BACtwin library 2  

4 Location UAK Number of Location UAK blocks: ………….  

5 Number of characters Including separators): …… characters  

6 Example Location UAK …………….……………………………  

7 BACtwin UAK According to BACtwin library 1 and section 2.1  

8 
 

Syntax According to table 2  

9 Trade Cost group according to DIN 276-1 (numerical)  

10 
 

Plant Addressing of partial plants  

11 Room automation Adressing of room automation  

12 OE function extension Terminal, with length difference (no tildes)  

13 Numbering Two-digit numbering according to section 2.1.9  

14 Number of characters Including separators: …… characters  

15 Example BACtwin UAK …………….……………………………  

16 Existing UAK Translation tool according to section 2.1.15  

17 Description Blocks see example Description section 2.1.11  

18 Number of characters Including separators: …… characters  

19 Object templates According to BACtwin library 2 and section 2.3    

20 Priority_Array According to BACtwin library 2 and table 25  

 

 

21 Notification_Class According to BACtwin library 2 and table 26  

22 Message Text According to Section 4.6 Variant: ……………..  

23 Time synchronization Operator concept according to section 4.5.3   

24 Responsibilities According to BACtwin library 2 and table 18

 

 

25 Aggregate templates according to BACtwin library 3 and section 2.4  

26 Execution control Variant 1.1 (BO), 1.2 (addit. EE):…………..  

27 Manual message LO/ID 
LO/ID 

Variant 2.1 (BI), 2.2 (MV), 2.3 (EE): ….….…  

28 Assembly templates According to BACtwin library 3 and section 2.5  

29 Plant templates According to BACtwin library 3 and section 2.6  

30 Planning tool According to section 3.1 and table 20  

31 Engineering tool According to section 3.2 and table 21  

32 Scan tool According to section 3.3 and table 22  

33 Test tool According to section 3.3 and table 23  

34 Data exchange formats According to section 3.4  

35 Implementation BACtwin implementation according to chapter 4  

36 Gateway, field device BACtwin-capable according to section 4.9  

37 Compact system BACtwin-capable according to section 4.9  

38 Integral BAC planning According to sections 4.1 and 4.10  

 

 

Table 27 Operator requirement 
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Anhang 1 AMEV Attestation AS-C und AS-D (Form) 

AMEV                        …………… 

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Working Party  BACnet Certification Body 

of National, Regional and Local Authorities 

 

AMEV Attestation for Certified BACnet Devices 
1.  The following BACnet device is certified as per DIN EN ISO 16484-5: 

Supplier  

Product name  

Product model number  

Standard device profile  BACnet Protocol Vers. / Rev.  

Firmware revision  

 

Data link Layer Options  BACnet IP (Annex J)  BACnet over LonTalk 

  BACnet MS/TP master  BACnet MS/TP slave 

  MS/TP baud rates: ………………………………………………. 

Stat. device Binding  Yes (for MS/TP only) 

Networking Options  BBMD  Registr. by external devices 

  Router, medium: ………………..………………………………….  

Character set  UTF-8 

Reporting options  Intrinsic Reporting  Algorithmic Reporting 

 

2.  The device supports BACnet functions as per AMEV profile: 

 AMEV profile AS-C (according to BACtwin 2024, without SV object)             As of: ............. 

 AMEV profile AS-D (profil AS-C and SV object according to BACtwin 2024) As of: ............. 

 

3.  Basis for AMEV Attestation: 

 Test report of Test lab ……………... dated…...  number ……………….……………. 

 AMEV recommendation BACtwin 2024  As of:: ..................  (see www.amev-online.de) 

 

4.  The AMEV Attestation is only valid in combination with the certificate: 

 Certificate number.……………………………………(see http://bacnetinternational.net/btl/) 

 

(location, date) ………………………… 

 ………………………………….                                                 ……………………………….….  

     (AMEV chair BACnet)            (BACnet Certification Body) 

 

http://www.amev-online.de/AMEV/DE/PlanenundBauen/Gebaeudeautomation/gebaeudeautomation_node.html
http://bacnetinternational.net/btl/

